Abstract. The security problems of network equipment are becoming more and more important with the fast development of the Internet. Aiming at the security, stability and protocol consistency of network security equipment, a user extensible network security device testing framework is proposed, and a user extensible network packet generator is designed based on Libnet and Libpcap library. The system uses the extensibility of XML document and metadata-based reflection technology to design a set of extensible protocol template, which is composed of user-defined data and data length to construct a specific network data packet to meet the specific network security equipment testing. The security, stability and protocol consistency of the network security equipment are tested by the test method through the test in the LAN simulation environment to ensure the security of the network equipment and the network environment.
Introduction
Internet services are increasingly rich, online banking, online shopping, mobile office and other increasingly popular, at the same time a growing number of hidden security risks, viruses, worms, and other malicious attacks get endless. IN the actual network environment, network security devices, such as firewall, virtual private network (VPN), intrusion detection system (IDS) and various encryption machines are all essential parts of the network, however, if the network security equipment itself is attacked, it may cause the entire network paralyzed. Therefore, the security of network security equipment is an important guarantee for network system security [1] .
During the safety equipment leave factory or security overhaul, the equipment reliability and security of targeted testing is needed. The network packet generator is an important means of network devices permeability tests to find potential safety problems. At the same time, in order to ensure that network security equipment from external virus attacks, the network protocol used in network security equipment is usually opaque, or of protocol customization. Although the traditional network packet generator can send TCP /IP data packets, it cannot meet so many requirements of network security equipment security, stability testing and protocol conformance testing. So this article designed a user-expandable network packet generator for the above problems. The test results show that the network packet generator can not only send TCP /IP packet simulation attacks, but also can send scalable custom protocol packets, in order to ensure
Introduction to technical theory

Introduction to scalability technology
To implement software scalability, techniques used include: Extensible mark-up Language (XML),plug-in, code automatically generated, dynamic compilation, metadata-based reflection technology and so on [5, 6] ,.The extensible network packet generator designed in this paper achieves scalable design by using extensible mark-up language, JAXB technology, and metadata-based reflection techniques.
XML extensible mark-up language
A mark-up language used to mark an electronic file to make it structural; XML (Extensible Mark-up Language) is an extensible mark-up language, a subset of the standard general mark-up language. Having self-descriptive, scalability, content and display separation and cross-platform features and advantages, XML is designed to transfer data [7] .This paper designs the extensible protocol template by using the extensibility of XML language. Users can generate custom data packets according to the test template and change the test data in real time.
JAXB technology
JAXB (JAVA Architecture for XML Binding, JA-VA XML Binding Architecture) is an industry standard that can generate JAVA classes based on XML Schema. The core of JAXB is the bi-directional mapping technology for XML Schema and Java classes and interfaces, [8] .JAXB technology not only avoids the traditional way to manually parse XML documents, but also can generate Java class objects automatically. The extensible network packet generator designed in this paper uses JAXB technology to reverse line the XML document into Java objects, which solves the problem of writing specific Java class object code and makes the program have extended features.
Flective technology based on metadata
The basic meaning of Metadata is "data about data".
In the field of software configuration, metadata is defined as an object in the program is not being processed. Reflective technology is in the program running state, for any class or object; you can know all the attributes and methods of this class, this dynamic access to information and dynamic call object method technology called reflection technology [9] .
In this paper, through the reflection technology based on the metadata, you can easily access all attributes and methods of the running class or object, and then 
Libnet open source library introduction
Libnet is a small interface library implemented by the C language that provides the construction, processing and sending of low-level network packets. The purpose of Libnet's development is to create a simple and unified network programming interface to block the differences in the underlying network programming of different operating systems, allowing programmers to focus on solving key issues [10, 11] .Based on the reusable and highly portable Libnet library, this paper generates network packets at a constant rate on the embedded development platform to detect the device security, stability and protocol consistency.
Design and implementation of system function
The network packet generator which can be expanded by users using the upper and lower machine running mode, the host computer is responsible for interactive control, the slave computer to achieve the contract function to ordinary PC and embedded board hardware platform, on which the software part running is developed by JAVA language and C Language correspondingly, the core part are the construction of the scalability of the design of the upper computer and the network protocol development package based on Libnet of the lower computer. The system integrates the general contractor's contracting capabilities with scalable service in a test system, to realize automatic test, multi-function testing and scenario testing, can detect including but not limited to, the IDS, encryption machine and other network security equipment.
Functional module design
The network packet generator, which can be ex- Network packet generation sub-module is the core of the lower machine, mainly based on TCP/IP network protocol and custom protocol, network data packets are generated, and the data packet function of the specified command is implemented on the base of Libnet library.
Constant rate output is an indicator of the performance of the network packet generator, through the constant rate output algorithm, making the lower machine in accordance with the upper computer to send network packets according to a constant rate.
Scalability design
In order to achieve the universality of custom protocol testing for network security devices, you need to cally obtain the data of the tag in the template through the metadata-based reflection technology to generate the specified test data packet to realize the system scalability.
The custom protocol XML template uses the XML element tree structure model to determine the attributes of the tag element, the number of tags, and the length of the data, and so on in the attribute list of the root element.
The extensible design is implemented in the tag element. The network protocol application layer header contains several fields, each field has a different data length, and the application layer protocol is based on the TCP/UDP transport layer protocol, so the custom protocol requires the field name, field length, and the transport layer of the protocol to be marked in the template file.
The custom protocol can specify 1024 to 65535 any port number, but the standard network protocol already specified has a specified port number, for example, the DNS port number is 53 and the HTTP port number is 80, so the source port number and destination port number should be specified in the template file. In addition, the default value of each field also needs to be listed in the template file, and the system will determine the field attribute data type and create a custom protocol POJO class based on the default value. In short, the XML template file is the field specification for each upper layer protocol and the default padding. The attribute field and field description are shown in Table  1 : 
System test results and analysis
Test the environment
In the test of network security equipment, very few devices placed in the actual network, because the actual network environment is uncontrollable, and the actual network environment is too strong, it is difficult to accurately test the device system, therefore, a special network test environment is constructed. Based on the campus network as a local network, the scalability of the network transmitter is tested, and the computer configuration and tools are shown in Table   3 : 
Test results and analysis
TCP / IP packet authentication
This network packet generator implements basic contracting capabilities and can simulate network attacks such as Syn Flood, UDP Flood, and Land Attack to detect against network devices. Extensible network packet generator implementation the function of sending TCP/IP packet, the packet interface shown in Figure 4 : Table 4 and Table 5 respectively. The network packet generator can send any protocol for a given protocol template, construct a custom data packet for Table 4 , and Table 5 
